
12.  Define Metalloid:  How many are there?  What is the “trick” to remembering them?   
What is the “DOG FOOD” exception to this “trick”?  Hint:  Read the BASICs about Metalloids.   
 
Metalloids are elements that are METALS, or NONMETALS, but which have unusual 
properties.  Metals (like Sb, antimony) might be brittle, or nonmetals (like Si, silicon) 
that are lustrous and that conduct electricity.  There are 7 metalloids.  Nine atoms touch 
the staircase on the right side of the periodic table, but only seven are metalloids.   
 
They are B, Al, Si, Ge, As, Sb, Te, Po, and At.  It turns out that Al and Po are NOT 
METALLOIDS, they make up the AlPo (dog food brand) exception.   
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GROUND STATE 

electron  
configuration 

1 9  19 9  10  9 F  2-7  

2  13 26  13  13  13  Al  2-8-3 

3  14 28 14 14 14 Si 2-8-4 

4  22 48 22  26 22  Ti  2-8-10-2  

5 11  23 11  12   11  Na 2-8-1 

6  33 75 33  42 33  As 2-8-18-5  

7 8  16  8  8 8  O  2-6  

8  30 65 30 35 30 Zn 2-8-18-2 

9 56 137 56 81 56 Ba 2-8-18-18-8-2 

10 49 115 49 66 49 In 2-8-18-18-3 

11 80 201 80 121 80 Hg 2-8-18-32-18-2 

Atomic HW # 1                                          name: ANSWERS 



Atomic HW # 2     Parts to the Periodic Table.               Name : ANSWERS 
(READ LAST PAGE OF THE BASICs) 

What is the name you need to memorize for 

Group 1 Alkali Metals                                                   Group 2 The Alkaline Earth Metals 
 

Group 17 The Halogens                                                   Group 18 The Noble Gases 
 

Groups 3-12 + “the triangle of metals from Al - Tl - Po” The Transitional Metals 
 

The 2 long lines of elements at the bottom of the table (all in group 3) The Inner Transitional Metals 

9 Atoms touch the “staircase” on the table, but only 7 are metalloids.    

List the symbols of the Metalloids: B, Si, Ge, As, Sb, Te, and At 
 

What is the “DOG FOOD” exception to the rule if you touch the stairs, you are a metalloid?  AlPo is a dog food 
brand, and Al (aluminum) and Po (polonium) are metals that touch the staircase.  They are Metals, not metalloids, 
they are exceptions to the “touch” the staircase and be a metalloid rule of thumb.   

On the table, the periods “go” LEFT TO RIGHT but the  groups “go”  UP AND DOWN 

There are 18 groups, and there are 7 periods  (how many?) 



Atomic Theory HW #3   Isotopes and Average Atomic Mass                           name: Answers 
 
 
1. Define Isotope: Atoms of the same element that are CHEMICALLY IDENTICAL, but have a different number of 

neutrons, therefore having a different MASS.  It’s a “slight” difference, but a real one.  
 
2.  The accepted values for atomic mass and abundance for the naturally  
      occurring isotopes of silicon are below. 
      Calculate the average weighted atomic mass for silicon. 
      Use the “isotope mass”, not the “symbol” for the math.   
 
 
     (27.98 amu)(0.9223) =     25.805954 
     (28.98 amu)(0.0469) =       1.446102 
     (30.41 amu)(0.0308) =   +  0.936628 
                                              28.1888684 amu 
 
 
This is NOT the exact mass on the periodic table for several reasons…  First, the masses and the abundances have 
been rounded slightly.  Next, there are other isotopes of very small percentages, but which are part of the “real” atomic 
mass.  This is a math problem, not exact chemistry.  We always multiply the mass times the percentage, and sum up 
the parts to get the “whole” average weighted atomic mass.   
 
 
 
 
3.  Isotopes-Я-Us.  
     How many... neutrons in an atom of Si-29 15        electrons in Si-30  14       electrons in Si-28 14 
 
 
 
 
4.  How many protons, neutrons and what is the electron configuration for the isotope Mn-57? 
 
       Mn is element #25, so 25 protons, 25 electrons, and 57—25 = 32 neutrons.   
 
 
 
 
 
5.  If the mass is different for each isotope of an element, why are they all CHEMICALLY IDENTICAL? 
 
      Chemistry and chemical properties are based upon bonding, which occurs only in the electrons, so since every  
atom of an element as the SAME NUMBER OF PROTONS (by definition) and all atoms have equal numbers of  
protons and electrons, all atoms of an element have the same number of protons and the same number of electrons, 
and therefore, all act, and react, identically.  Mass is not that important, neutrons are NEUTRAL.   
 

 

Isotope  
Symbol 

Natural  
Abundance 

Si-28 92.23% 

Si-29 4.69% 

Si-30 3.08% 

Isotope  
Mass 

27.98 amu 

28.98 amu 

30.41 amu 

Parts of an Atom Mass in AMU LOCATION in atom Charge 

Neutrons 1 Nucleus Zero or no charge 

Electrons 0 Flying around nucleus Negative 1 

Protons 1 Nucleus Positive 1 


